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l. Introduction. Relativity theory and quantum theory have distinctly different structures and
underlying conceptions of reality, but the relation between both theories is still not well understood.
The revolutionary character of both theories is closely related to the essential role of observation
and the act of measurement. This manifests (as early recognized by Bohr) the centrality of the
relation between the instrument (the measuring system) and the observed object, here called the
subject-object relation. The first aim, therefore, is to see in which way subject (s) and object (o) are
related in RT(special relativity theory) and in which way in QT (non-relativistic quantum theory).
2. The subject-object relation in classical physics, in RT and in QT. RT and QT are departures from
Classical physics (CP) as a consequence of the fact that quantities (1/c-and h) tacitly taken to be
zero, are actually finite. In CP the observed object can consistently be said to exist independently
and separately of the observing instrument 1. This can be expressed briefly thus:
(1) CP : s and o, completely independent and separate.
In CP it is permissible to ask questions of the form "What is the - (length etc.) of A?" 2 . In RT (with
'signal' as a key concept 3 ), each question must have the explicit form "What is the --of A relative to
reference frame --?". The measurement clearly couples an apparatus to the observed object; there
cannot be in principle any actual separation 4 . Also essential to RT - as emphasized by Einstein 5 is that the real state of a physical system exists independently of any observation. In other words:
(2)RT:s and o, completely independent, but coupled and not separable. (Emphasizing the first part
of (2) separately ( s and o independent) leads to the common mistake of supposing that the
conception of reality underlying RT is essentially Classical, only modified in details 6 ).
As a consequence of the indivisible quantum of action, "Bohr emphasized the 'wholeness' of the
measuring apparatus-object situation. ‘The two are 'indivisibly (=unanalysable) linked' during the
interaction, so that it is impossible in principle to separate object from apparatus" 7. It is not relevant
in that context to speak of s and o as autonomously existing elements 8. They are no longer
completely distinguishable; they partly 'overlap'. The uncertainty relations specify the domain of
overlap. This s-o relation can be formulated as follows:
(3) QT: s and o, not completely independent (and not separable).
The three distinct subject-object relations can be visualised as follows:
(1) CP: s and o, completely independent and separate :
(2) RT: s and o, completely independent, but not separate :
(3) QT: s and o, not completely independent (partly overlap):
s and 0 are thus related in three qualitatively different ways.
3. Three structures. The recognition that in the three main physical theories three distinct s-o
relations are central makes it possible Lo understand the failure to unify the theories:
a. CP-QT: Recent studies show that classical mechanics cannot be

deduced from QT and is therefore not merely a limiting case; QT cannot include the classical world
9.

"The two theories are fundamental different in structure (..). And yet they are simultaneously in

use(..), both indispensable in present-day physics" 10.
b. CP-RT: the same holds for the relation between Newton' s theory and RT 11.
c. RT-QT: Up till now no attempt to unite RT and QT in a coherent way has succeeded 12. So we
face: independent theories with different s-o relations (and different conceptions of reality).
Conclusion: The three major conceptual revolutions in the history of physics have manifested three
real, independent, fundamental and different structures of nature. The theories are independent and
not unified, but simultaneously in use and for theoretical and practical cases combined (as e.g.
Dirac's relativistic quantum theory). On the other hand, the continuous efforts to unify the theories
reveal a basic presupposition. A strong belief among physicists (and many philosophers) is that in
the last analysis there can only be one (picture of) physical reality, and that "the aim of theoretical
physics is the unified conceptual representation of physical reality" 13. This is a tenacious relic of
old attitudes (already attacked by RT and QT): to know how the physical world absolutely is. That
basic belief is unfounded, unnecessary and appears to be in disagreement with modern physics.
4. The development of theoretical physics; The presupposition of "the unity of the physical worldpicture" 14 is the basis of widely held ideas (e.g. in the Heisenberg-school) about progress in
theoretical physics namely, that new (closed) theories should contain earlier ones; and most research
programs share this presupposition. These assumptions appear to be incorrect. In fact the QT was
not developed according to these ideas. (Schrödinger first tried - according to just such a research
program - to develop a relativistic theory, but fortunately he abandoned that approach 15.) The
historical succession CP-RT-QT (with (l)-(2)-(3)) strongly suggests a basic development in which
three real structures are disclosed successively, and in which each new step means a further
departure from the classical structure. (It is precisely this picture of the development that may give
an answer to some recent questions. Kuhn 16 declares that he cannot see in the succession of
theories an ontological development in a clear direction, and Von Weizsäcker 17 sees it as a task of a
philosophy of science to explain why the succession of fundamental theories has this peculiar
form.)
Many authors suggest or expect that a new revolutionary step is necessary and that this will carry
physics even further from classical concepts. Some of them have tried to make a new breakthrough, however, by following the 'unity-program' did not succeed 18. The picture elaborated here
of the development of theoretical physics clearly indicates that an essential new step should
manifest a new fundamental structure of nature; that the new theory should therefore be nonrelativistic and non-quantum theoretical; and that the theory (when established) should be combined
(not united, of course) with QT and RT.
5. A new structure. The indicated new theory (NT) is not yet available as an elaborated
mathematical formalism. However, some important characteristics can already be recognized. The
formulations (1)-(2)-(3) show that there is a next step, a new structure, (in fact only one) possible. A
qualitatively new s-o relation, still more remote from the classical one can therefore be formulated:
(4) NT: s and o are completely indistinguishable, completely no independent; they fully overlap.
Visualized:

(4) must be the consequence of a distinct third aspect of measurement, which can be neglected in
CP, RT and QT but becomes dominant for the new theory, (just as: (2),RT-signal, (3), QTinteraction). That third aspect most probably is, that information is produced in the form of a
document, (which is the fundamental property of each measurement). The document itself becomes
all important in modern detection devices of elementary particle research. (It is important to notice
that a document is a result of an irreversible process in a system comprising instrument and object.)
It can also be argued 19 from (4) that the formalism of the new theory will exclusively be some
analogy to uncertainty relations.
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